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ASSESSING ORBIT DETERMINATION FOR A LUNAR CUBESAT
MISSION

Adonis Pimienta-Penalver and Sun Hur-Diaz∗

A low-thrust lunar CubeSat mission has been proposed to satisfy the requirements
of NASAs CubeQuest Challenge. Due to mission and system-imposed limitations,
the proposed nominal trajectory encompasses several orbital regimes, such as a
fast lunar flyby, long-duration interplanetary coast arcs, and a slow spiral down
into a stable lunar orbit, each of which calls for a distinct tracking approach. This
paper presents a preliminary evaluation of the orbit determination requirements of
each of the stages of the nominal trajectory using the batch filter and measurement
type modeling capabilities in NASAs General Mission Analysis Tool (GMAT)
software.

INTRODUCTION

In order to secure a launch opportunity through NASA’s CubeQuest Challenge competition,1

a 6U CubeSat mission has been designed to achieve a transfer trajectory to a stable lunar orbit.
Although the initial disposal state offered to the participating missions is predicted to achieve a lunar
flyby, a stable capture during this first opportunity will not be possible with the planned low-thrust
propulsion system. Thus, the insertion into the desired lunar orbit will require a series of maneuvers
that sufficiently decrease the spacecraft’s energy to achieve lunar orbit insertion in a subsequent
approach. Since the proposed trajectory encompasses several orbital regimes, it is important to
define and study the distinct tracking approaches that satisfy both the mission’s orbit determination
(OD) accuracy requirements, as well as operational constraints associated with the collection of the
tracking data.

Arguably, the chief motivation to define an effective tracking strategy and formulate the mission’s
OD accuracy requirements is the latter’s contribution to the delta-V budget.2 Thus, the main impetus
behind the study presented in this paper is to assess the necessary OD strategies in all of the vehicle’s
projected trajectory stages. In turn, the resulting strategies should provide a baseline from which
to determine the necessary delta-V budget that guarantees the spacecraft’s ability to achieve the
desired lunar orbit.

To this end, the authors present a preliminary evaluation of the tracking capabilities at three par-
ticipating ground stations to determine the vehicle’s orbital states, range or range rate bias, and
reflectivity coefficient. The analysis examines the accuracies of varying measurement rates, mea-
surement types, tracking interval frequency, and available access times at each of the stages of the
nominal trajectory, while taking into consideration the projected costs associated with ground station
scheduling. Furthermore, in order to provide sufficient time to plan and adjust any of the required
maneuvers in the design of the trajectory, the study in this paper accounts for a buffer period before
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each maneuver. The bulk of the simulated data to support the findings in this paper is gathered from
the use of the OD batch filter and measurement modeling capabilities in NASAs General Mission
Analysis Tool (GMAT) software.3 The OD accuracy results produced from this study can be used
to generate delta-V budgets using the trajectory planning functionalities already present in the same
software.4

The next section of the document discusses an explanation of the lunar mission’s trajectory de-
sign. Then, the paper describes the software tool utilized to study the OD strategy, as well as the
tracking assets available for the mission and their operational capabilities. The relevant results from
the OD study and concluding remarks are presented in the last two sections of the paper.

LUNAR CUBESAT MISSION

When the NASA-provided initial condition of the CubeSats when released from the EM-1 vehi-
cle’s cargo hold (the aforementioned disposal state) is propagated using an Earth-Moon-Sun force
model, the spacecraft is shown to gain sufficient energy to entirely escape the Earth-Moon system
after the lunar flyby. In order to ameliorate the energy gain caused by the lunar flyby, a maneuver
is planned to take place some time after the disposal in the direction opposing the velocity vec-
tor. The period of coasting immediately following the first lunar flyby is characterized by an Earth
flyby and escape from the Earth-Moon system. A long burn is then planned in order to direct the
spacecraft’s trajectory toward a final spiral-down into the desired distant retrograde orbit (DRO)
around the Moon, which has an apoapsis requirement of 10,000 km. Several final burn arcs will be
necessary to correct the final orbit into a stable capture.

Leg 3

Leg 1

Leg 2

Leg 4

(Spiral Down)

Figure 1. Sketch of transfer trajectory with OD legs

Figure 1 is a sketch of the planned trajectory, with highlighted burn arcs. In order to better plan
the tracking strategy, the trajectory has been divided into OD ‘legs’, each covering a distinct regime
in terms of orbital speed and apparent motion as seen from a terrestrial ground station. Leg 1 covers
the short span between disposal and the first Lunar flyby. Leg 2 is defined by a near-Earth swingby.
Immediately following, leg 3 describes the portion of the orbit that is farthest from the Earth. It
is important to note, that there are not any definite physical boundaries between legs 2 and 3; the
distinction is made to merely differentiate between two distinct tracking regimes. Finally, the fourth
leg covers the spiral-down process into the final lunar DRO which contains intercalated burn and
coast arcs.
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TRACKING SETUP

This study is primarily concerned with establishing the OD strategy, algorithms, and hardware
necessary to achieve sufficiently accurate navigation throughout the trajectory. The CubeQuest
competition does not explicitly dictate what these levels of acceptable accuracy are; it is left to the
mission designers to determine this requirement according to specific mission needs. This is to say:
the OD system should achieve the necessary navigation accuracy to allow the vehicle to achieve
lunar capture within the allotted time limit of a year. Thus, the top level goals of the mission affect
both the OD requirements and, in turn, the delta-V budget. The following analysis of an appropriate
OD strategy for this CubeSat mission also strives to maintain the operational costs associated with
ground station scheduling as low as possible.

The proposed OD design calls for two-way range and/or two-way range-rate measurements from
multiple ground stations capable of uplink and downlink. Ideally, the system would make use of as
many ground tracking stations available as possible. This is especially true for the short arc between
disposal and the first planned burn arc, which is a critical maneuver for achieving the desired lunar
flyby trajectory. However, it is important to note that there is an operational cost associated with each
ground station; therefore, the approach presented in this paper seeks to minimize this expense while
also achieving an appropriate level of tracking accuracy. As a rule, the OD system must provide
position and velocity solutions with sufficient accuracy before the buffer period of each nominal
maneuver. At least ten hours are allocated in the buffer period for planning and contingencies
before the start of each burn.
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Figure 2. Ground station sites considered in this study

Figure 2 shows the three main ground stations, capable of uplink/downlink two-way range and
range-rate measurements, that are considered in this study. These are located at Bochum (BOCH),
Germany; Brisbane (BRIS), Australia; and Valparaiso (VALP), Indiana; the latter of which is avail-
able as the primary station, where most of the tracking will take place. Additional participating
downlink-only sites (yellow dots in Figure 2) might become available through the AMSAT commu-
nity. Ground station operational costs have been defined as a fixed initial cost for the setup and use
of the hardware, and an operations cost based on the total time of use.
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Table 1. Expected noise and bias levels for each measurement type

Measurement Type σ Bias

2-way Range 10 m 150 m

2-way Range-Rate 15 mm/sec 0 mm/sec

The measurement noise and bias associated with each measurement type is shown in Table 1, and
has been determined using conservative assumptions of calibration error and latency inherent of the
available hardware. Further analysis and hardware calibration is necessary to determine realistic
values. While two-way range rate biases are expected to be small, and thus ignored in the current
analysis, two-way range measurement biases are expected to be around 150 meters for each station.

{
Measurement Rate

Measurement

Span{ OD Span{

Interval

TRACKING PLANNING BURN

Figure 3. Figures of interest in tracking schedule design

Figure 3 illustrates the design variables that directly relate the amount and frequency of tracking
data to the ground station operational costs. Due to onboard power limitations and antenna pointing
constraints, it is assumed that tracking will not be possible during maneuvers. The OD segment of
each leg is constrained to end ten hours before the planned burn start time; this consists of eight
hours allocated for maneuver planning and two hours for contingencies.

The General Mission Analysis Tool (GMAT), a freely-distributed software available from NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), has been utilized to perform the OD analysis. More specifi-
cally, this study makes use of GMAT’s nonlinear least-squares batch filter capabilities. Aside from
solving for the Cartesian position and velocity elements, the software allows batch estimation of the
ground station two-way range measurement bias and/or the solar radiation pressure (SRP) coeffi-
cient of reflectivity (Cr). For all the simulations, the gravitational field of the Earth and the Moon
were set to account for their respective spheres of influence.

Table 2 shows the additional solve-for parameters and their respective initial guesses used in the
estimation. Since Leg 1 does not provide enough data with which to estimate the 2-way ranging bias,
the system assumes the bias to be null until Leg 2, when long enough OD spans are available. An
error of 10 meters in the 2-way range bias is assumed for the 4th and 5th legs, the spiral-down and
final DRO, respectively, since the amount of time available for data collection between burns in that
critical stage might be limited, and thus not sufficient to accurately estimate additional parameters.
A similar situation is encountered for the reflectivity coefficient during Leg 1. The forthcoming OD
results at each leg shall clearly demonstrate these conclusions. It should be noted that the ‘true’
value for reflectivity shown in Table 2 is a purely fabricated quantity.
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Table 2. True and initial parameters

Model Parameter Truth Initial Guess

SRP reflectivity
coefficient (Cr) 1.7

1.5, not solved
for in Leg 1

Measurement bias
(2-way Range only) 150 m

0 m (Leg 1)
Calibrated at 140 m (Leg 4 & 5)

TRACKING SIMULATION RESULTS

This section demonstrates the simulation of an OD analysis over the various orbital regimes of
the nominal trajectory using GMAT’s batch filter. The nonlinear least squares routine has several
tuning parameters to discriminate between usable and unusable data; these parameters have been
deliberately relaxed in the simulations for lack of a better way of approaching the problem. Ideally,
the tuning parameters would be optimized for each leg to achieve the best performance for the OD
strategy under consideration for that leg. This process involves running Monte Carlo simulations for
each combination of the tuning parameters. Because of limited time and computational resources
available, the Monte Carlo simulations described in this report consist of only three cases. Neverthe-
less, the present study is intended as an initial look into the feasibility of low-cost OD strategies for
this mission, and not a rigorous operational demonstration. Another important detail is that GMATs
batch filter only solves for the initial conditions; it is therefore necessary to propagate this result to
the end of the leg to accurately represent the expected error before each planning stage.

Leg 1

Figure 4. Visibility in Leg 1

For this first leg right after separation, it is assumed that tracking may start after an initial checkout
phase of three hours and tracking may proceed until ten hours before the pre-lunar flyby for the
sake of maneuver re-planning, if needed. This allows about eleven hours of continuous tracking
as shown in Figure 4. Note that for the disposal state provided by NASA, the ground station at
Bochum, Germany (BOCH) has no visibility during this tracking period.

The results of Figures 5 and 6 are derived from the average of a 3-case study, which is also
the number of cases evaluated for each of the rest of the simulations in this paper. The first column
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Figure 5. Leg 1 OD RSS errors

Figure 6. Leg 1 OD RSS errors. Not estimating additional parameters

shows the amount of tracking data considered in the batch process (highlighted). The other columns,
respectively, show the measurement rate and measurement type used, the RSS position error, RSS
velocity error, Cr error, and the two-way range bias at Valparaiso and Brisbane. Comparing the RSS
errors between Figures 5 and 6, it is evident that it is best not to estimate for the two-way range bias,
nor the reflectivity, during this leg, due to poor observability. The bottom half of Figure 6 shows
that using two-way range and range-rate measurements together in the batch filter yield accurate
position and velocity results even if only the last two hours of data from Brisbane were considered.

Leg 2

Figure 7. Visibility in Leg 2

The second leg consists of an Earth swing-by after the first lunar flyby, with an approximate
duration of 11 days. The trajectory passes closest to the Earth about two days after the start of the
leg. As seen in Figure 7, the vehicle will be visible almost always during this leg, except when it
passes closest to the Earth as it loses continuous visibility for a few hours. Tracking must begin
after the lunar flyby in order to minimize the nonlinear effects of the flyby on the convergence of
the batch filter. This leg does not directly precede a burn and, moreover, it appears to have sufficient
observability for the reflectivity and two-way range bias to be estimated accurately.
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Figure 8. Leg 2 OD RSS errors
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The top half of Figure 8 shows root sum square (RSS) position and velocity errors for two-
way range measurements, and two-way range and range-rate measurements in the left and right
plots, respectively, from the station at Valparaiso, IN. The x-axis contains OD Span from three to
eleven days, and the y-axis contains the logarithmic error found for each quantity. The blue lines
represent a tracking schedule of measurements taken every day, while the red lines represent results
for measurements taken every other day. The solid and dashed lines represent measurement spans
of two and four hours, respectively.

According to the top half of Figure 8, it would suffice to take measurements every other day
for four hours (dashed red line); however, the bottom half of the same figure demonstrates that the
two-way range bias accuracy of that configuration is insufficient. Therefore, it is best to collect
measurements every day for a span of four hours (dashed blue line), in order to obtain an estimate
on the bias which is as accurate as possible after an OD span of seven days.

The results show that it is entirely possible to rely on two-way range measurements taken from
Valparaiso only, which would reduce the cost of having to schedule the other two stations. It is
also important to note that this leg will provide us with the best opportunity to accurately estimate
the two-way range bias at each station; the estimated value may then be used in subsequent legs in
calibration and alleviate the burden on the batch filter of having to solve for it.

Leg 3

Figure 9. Visibility in Leg 3

The third leg starts approximately eleven days after the first lunar flyby, and ends about 20 days
later at the planned burn to achieve lunar orbit insertion. Due to geometry, the spacecraft essentially
appears as a point in the sky without much movement as seen from an Earth ground station. This
means that the states of the spacecraft are less observable than the preceding leg, and additional
parameters such as Cr and two-way range bias, are very difficult to estimate accurately. In fact,
previous research has shown that estimating, calibrating, or even not estimating for the two-way
range bias doesnt make much of a difference in the OD accuracy. Another important feature of this
leg is that adding two-way range rate data to two-way range measurements does not improve OD
accuracy, and sometimes even breaks the convergence of the batch filter. Fortunately, however, the
increased distance of the spacecraft from the Earth virtually ensures that the ground stations will
have visibility for long spans of up to twelve hours at a time, every day, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10 shows OD errors in leg 3 using the same representation as Figure 8. It is easy to see
that it is sufficient to utilize two-way range data from Valparaiso, taken every other day, for at least
seven days, at a four-hour span (dashed red line).
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Figure 10. Leg 3 RSS errors

Leg 4 and Final DRO

The fourth leg consists of alternating burn and coast arcs that take the spacecraft onto a final DRO
around the Moon. There is about one visibility opportunity for each station daily. Because the actual
location, date, and duration of the coasting arcs are not yet known, two distinct spiral sequences are
studied here. These represent a coast arc at the beginning of the leg, and another one representative
of a coast arc closer to the final orbit (bottom, and top halves of Figure 11, respectively).

Figure 11. Leg 4 RSS errors
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In this leg, the two-way range bias is calibrated rather than estimated because the batch filter
performs better when it doesn’t have to solve for yet another unknown variable –the two-way range
bias, in this case. The study assumes a ten-meter calibration error in the bias. Previous studies also
indicate that coast arcs shorter than one day are not very useful for OD accuracy. Therefore, when
designing this stage of the trajectory, it is important to allocate sufficient time to each coast arc in
order to obtain a proper OD fix with which to plan future maneuvers.

The top half of Figure 11 shows RSS position and velocity accuracy results, from Valparaiso
station, for a six-day lunar orbit as representative of a coast arc at the beginning of the spiral-
down process. The blue bars represent results using two-way range measurements at two hours of
measurement span, the red bars represent results using two-way range measurements at four hours
of measurement span. The green and yellow bars are similar to the blue and red, respectively,
but with additional consideration of two-way range-rate data. A similar representation scheme
is shown in the bottom half of the Figure, where it is evident that, for the two cases, it will be
necessary to have at least four days of uninterrupted coasting (each station is visible daily) in order
to have acceptable OD accuracy of 100 order in kilometers and 101 order in mm/sec for position
and velocity, respectively.

For even shorter coast arcs, it might be necessary to schedule an additional tracking station, such
as the one in Bochum or Brisbane, in order to provide the necessary amount of data to obtain an
accurate OD solution at this critical time in the transfer trajectory. For the final target DRO, it will
be necessary to have access to the vehicle for as long as possible in order to collect enough data
to demonstrate that the final orbit has been achieved. Fortunately, since the spacecraft won’t be
performing any maneuvers at this final stage, it is assumed that there will be access to two-way
ranging data for as long as it is needed to fulfill this requirement.

Table 3. Nominal tracking schedule

OD Span Interval Meas. Span Meas. Rate Stations Meas. Type

Leg 1 14 hrs ∼3 hrs

Full access
@ VALP,
Last 2 hrs
@ BRIS 1 min

VALP,
BRIS

2-way Range,
& Range-Rate

Leg 2 ≥ 7 days Daily 4 hrs 1 min VALP 2-way Range

Leg 3 ≥ 7 days
Every 2

days 4 hrs 1 min VALP 2-way Range

Leg 4 ≥ 4 days Daily 4 hrs 1 min

VALP,
all, if

necessary 2-way Range

Final DRO
Full orbit

period N/A
Full

visibility 1 min All 2-way Range
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we described the physics and the necessary tracking strategies to provide accurate
orbit determination for each trajectory regime. A clear set of tracking rules aimed to minimize
ground station costs and allow an acceptable degree of OD error is provided in Table 3 for each
individual trajectory leg. Since these recommendations are specific to the orbital regimes, and not
fixed to the current trajectory, adjustments should be straightforward in the event that the initial
disposal stage is changed. The methodology highlights the need to account for mission-specific
tracking constraints, such as ground station availability, projected tracking costs, and available mea-
surement types, in order to minimize the effect of OD error on delta-V assessments. Additionally,
this study demonstrates the use of GMAT to integrate trajectory design and OD studies for low cost
small satellite missions. Future work includes the assessment of the orbit determination error on
the projected delta-V budget. Also, future studies are necessary to address the issue of batch filter
convergence, which was ignored in this study for the sake of providing a representative OD strategy.
This is especially important in Leg 4, when OD accuracy is critical to achieving the final DRO.
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